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Abstract
As the genomes of many organisms are completely sequenced, genome databases will
store thousands of megabases of DNA
sequence. Such data is inherently highlydimensional, as many different data types and
inter-relationships derive from its subsequent
analysis. In the present study, we have developed visual metaphors to represent classes of
genome data in an interactive 3D Virtual
Genome Environment (VGE), which is rendered and displayed on a projection workbench.

1 Introduction
Genome projects are rapidly providing the
complete DNA sequence for a wide range of
biological organisms. These include singlecelled archaea, bacteria and yeast, a variety of
multi-cellular ‘model’ species (fly, nematode),
plants (Arabidopsis, rice) and animals (mouse,
human). These primary data sets range in size
from one to thousands of megabases. However,
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numerous additional data types and relationships are generated by the annotation and analysis of this sequence information. This creates
significant challenges for all aspects of data
management (storage, analysis, and visualization). Typical user interfaces lack dimensionality, as they are often based around a Web
browser, which provides access to text or
numerical data stored locally or remotely in
flat files or databases.
3D virtual environments have been effectively
used in a variety of disciplines for the visualization of large and often quite complex data
sets (e.g., astrophysics, finance, geosciences,
medicine, oil and gas, space exploration and
training, etc.). The effective design of the user
environment requires a careful choice of visual
metaphors for display, navigation, and interaction with the information [16]. Such interaction provides user access to the underlying
data.
In biology, there are examples of data types for
which 3D representations are quite familiar.

For example, ribbon diagrams are often used to
visualize the 3D structure of proteins [9], facilitating the recognition of elements of secondary structure (e.g., α-helices, β-strands). The
user can interact with this structure in a 3D
environment using stereoscopic shutter
glasses. Such molecules have been rendered in
virtual environments.
In the present study, we use data sets typically
generated early in the study of DNA
sequences, and develop visual metaphors for
their representation in an immersive 3D virtual
environment.

which the sequence came. They organize this
information into their Taxonomy Database
(TaxDB). In BLAST reports, one can find the
taxon of origin (i.e., Genus species) of each
‘hit’. Thus, using TaxDB, one can use each
taxon to derive the full taxonomy of the organism.
Each step in the analysis of sequences may
well be comprised of extensive, voluminous
data sets: sequence queries, one or more
sequence databases, primary data product
(BLAST reports), and secondary ‘derived’
data (e.g., complete taxonomic description of
each ‘hit’).

2 System and Methods
2.2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Sequence Comparisons
One of the first steps in the analysis of newly
derived DNA sequence is its comparison versus all other available DNA and/or protein
sequences, which are curated in a number of
international databases (e.g., Genbank, EMBL,
Swiss-Protein, etc.) [3]. Users often simultaneously submit from one to thousands of
sequence queries for such comparisons against
all sequences in multiple public databases.
Each database is now comprised of thousands
to millions of individual sequences.
Programs such as NCBI’s BLAST [1] provide
voluminous output from such comparisons,
including lists of ‘hits’, sequence annotation,
and sequence alignments (of high-scoring segment pairs, HSPs). In addition, statistical
parameters for each alignment are provided.
One such example is the statistical Expect
value - given the score of an alignment, this
value is the probability that the alignment is a
chance occurrence.
There are many other data types that can be
derived from these reports. For example, NCBI
requires that all sequences submitted to its
databases include the organism (species) from

The data illustrated in Figures 1-4 derive from
a BLASTP (version 2.0.9) analysis of the
NCBI non-redundant (nr) protein database
(399,380 sequences) using rat protein disulfide
isomerase as the query (gi 129731, sp P04785,
PDI_RAT
PROTEIN
DISULFIDE
ISOMERASE PRECURSOR (PDI), 509 residues) [4].
2.3 Visual Metaphors
Phylogenetic trees are familiar 2D visual metaphors for the display of relationships between
sequences and/or organisms, in which node
placement and branch length reflect evolutionary distance between individuals [20]. Such
trees may be derived from the analysis of small
subunit ribosomal RNA sequences from multiple sources (prokaryotic, eukaryotic, mitochondrial) [24]. Taxonomic data (see above) is
itself also inherently hierarchical, and can also
be displayed as a branched tree structure, even
though the evolutionary distance between
nodes may not be known (in such trees, all
branches are drawn of equal and arbitrary
length).

Figure 1. VGE’s graphical space (lower right panel) and two graphical windows (upper, and
lower left, panels). The data are from a BLASTP analysis of NCBI’s non-redundant protein database (339,380 sequences), using rat protein disulfide isomerase [4] as a query. The colors of the
taxonomic tree (lower right panel) correspond to the three Superkingdoms: Archaea (red), Proteobacteria (white), and Eukarya (blue).
2.4 Virtual Genome Environment (VGE)
For the design of the Virtual Genome Environment (VGE), we chose to begin with primary
data derived from DNA sequence comparisons
(i.e., BLAST analysis reports). A planar, 2D
branched taxonomic tree, when rendered as a
graphical object in a 3D environment, provides
a convenient and intuitive visual metaphor for
the user (see also [2]). This also serves as a
framework onto which to map other 3D
objects. Such objects correspond to biology in the current implementation, they refer to
information contained within BLAST reports.

Thus, prior to graphical rendering, the data
flow for input into VGE consists of the following steps: (i) begin with a BLAST report of
sequence comparisons; (ii) parse the full taxonomy of each sequence ‘hit’ from TaxDB;
(iii) sum all of the ‘hits’ at each taxonomic
node, to create a data input file (.hit) that is
read by VGE at the beginning of the user session.
As a second visual metaphor, we represent the
summed ‘hits’ at each taxonomic node as a 3D
graphical push-pin, in which the height of the
pin is proportional to the number of ‘hits’ at
the node. In addition, the color of the stalk of

the pin is used to indicate the number of scores
that are above or below (red and green, respectively) a user-defined threshold (e.g., an
Expect value of 0.01). The head of the pin is
represented as a yellow sphere of uniform
diameter, and provides a useful target for the
user to interact with.
VGE is rendered using an SGI Onyx2 [19],
and displayed on a projection workbench
(Fakespace’s ImmersaDesk) [5]. The user
wears head-tracked stereoscopic shutter
glasses, and interacts with the virtual environment using a hand-held wand (with three buttons and a joy stick). Examples of VGE
displays are illustrated in Figures 1-4.

3 Implementation
3.1 Data Parsers
The primary data for input to VGE derives
from sequence comparisons (e.g., BLAST
reports) using from one to thousands of queries
versus one of the NCBI protein or DNA databases. There are two kinds of Perl [23] data
parsers: (i) one to convert taxonomic data from
TaxDB into a data format used by our Arbor3D
program [17] (see below) to render the tree in
the graphical space of the VGE display; (ii) a
second to group BLAST ‘hits’ into taxonomic
categories corresponding to nodes of the tree.
As detailed below, visual metaphors in the display graphically represent underlying data
(i.e., the data formatted by the parsers).
VGE and Arbor3D use the Newick data format
[7]. This format uses nested parentheses to
encode the representation of phylogenetic
trees, and is used by programs such as PAUP
[22] and PHYLIP [6] to generate 2D displays
of such trees.
However, we were unable to find any existing
programs to render such trees as 3D graphical
objects. In addition, while Newick data files

are available from the Ribosomal Database
(RDB) Project [12] for species whose small
ribosomal subunits have been sequenced
(prokaryotes, eukaryotes, mitochondria), there
are far more species represented in the DNA
sequence databases (and in TaxDB, and thus in
the BLAST reports) compared to RDB. We
could find no Newick files for the taxonomic
data represented in TaxDB (see below).
Therefore, we developed a parser to generate
an enhanced Newick format data file from the
NCBI taxonomy flatfiles. The parser creates a
tree where each node corresponds to a taxon of
given name and level. This facilitates graphical
querying and parsing of the tree in VGE (see
below). This file is used by VGE to render the
tree (see below).
In addition, we developed a second parser for
BLAST reports, which sums the number of
‘hits’ at each taxonomic level.
The resulting ‘.hit’ data file is read by VGE to
display the ‘hits’ as 3D graphical push-pins at
taxonomic nodes on the tree.
3.2 Arbor3D - Tree Representation
Phylogenetic analysis programs often output
results as 2D phylogenetic trees. For VGE, we
chose a modification of Knuth's Threaded tree
structure[10], which lends itself well to representing the tree in a hierarchical scene graph
using SGI Performer [18], and permits realtime tree traversal and manipulation. We call
this the Parent-Child-Sibling tree structure.
We placed two initial constraints upon the
Arbor3D drawing algorithm: (i) it should be
algorithmically efficient to traverse in order to
find subnodes; (ii) the representation should
lend itself to 3D graphical rendering.
The Parent-Child-Sibling data structure developed for Arbor3D makes tree traversal logi-

Figure 2. VGE display of high ranking sequence similarity scores for the query (i.e., ‘top hits’).
the user can toggle between this view in the top panel and that illustrated in Figure 1.
cally recursive, and allows easy transition from
raw data to the visual realm.
3.3 Program Architecture
For the implementation of VGE, we developed
an object-oriented mapping between the SGI
Performer [18] scene graph (graphics) and the
underlying sequence similarity data (parsed
primary data).
The tree provides the visual framework for the
representation and display of the underlying
data, as well as the basis for user interaction
and navigation. The colors used for the three
main divisions of the tree correspond to the
three Superkingdoms: Archaea (red), Proteobacteria (white) and Eukarya (blue).

Tree nodes can be selected and their lineage
displayed. In addition, push-pins denote the
taxonomic location of ‘hits’, and two additional graphical windows (upper and lower)
display the underlying primary data based on
user interactions (Figure 1).

4 User Interaction
4.1 VGE’s Graphical Windows
Users interact with VGE by using the handheld wand to select either a graphical object
(i.e., a push-pin), or a branch of the tree, for
interrogation. Selection of a push-pin highlights the object (in red cross-hatch), and presents a list of the underlying ‘hits’ in the lower
graphical window (Figure 1). The list includes
several pieces of primary data: the NCBI Geninfo Identifier (Gi number) for the Query and

Figure 3. VGE display of the complete taxonomy of the selected node of the tree (in red crosshatch).
Hit, and the numerical Score and Expect values for the alignment. Users can scroll through
this list, which displays the selected alignment
in the upper graphical window. Users of
BLAST will recognize this display as the corresponding section of the BLAST report.
In addition, users can toggle the display in the
upper graphical window between the selected
alignment (Figure 1), a list of the top similarity
‘hits’ (Figure 2), or the taxonomy of the ‘hit’
(Figure 3).
4.2 Hierarchical Tree Navigation
Given that VGE often displays push-pins at
multiple nodes of the tree, the user can create a
spanned (zoomed) view for closer inspection
by selecting a node and toggling the right
wand button (Figure 4). Tree spanning is a

fully recursive process, trees can be spanned
many levels deep, and the user functionality at
any sub-branch is equivalent to the base tree.
4.3 Tree Branch Interrogation
In addition to interacting with the push-pins,
users can interrogate the tree itself (i.e., VGE
functions as a taxonomic tree browser) by
clicking (left button) on a branch of the tree
(data not shown). The lower graphical window
displays the tree node selected, while the upper
graphical window displays the full taxonomic
hierarchy for the node. The Newick file format
is fully annotated with respect to taxonomic
name and level at each node.

Figure 4. VGE display of a spanned (zoomed) tree.

5 Future Work

5.2 Display of Multiple Data Sets

5.1 Additional Visual Metaphors

We have focused on the use of a single search
program (BLAST). We would like to be able to
compare results using multiple similarity
search algorithms (e.g., BLAST versus FASTA
[14], which uses a heuristic hashing algorithm), as well as multiple data sets simultaneously, so that a user can directly compare the
results of multiple queries over time (e.g., as
databases are updated). We plan to explore the
use of transparency methods (e.g., OpenGL’s a
channel) [25] to compare two or more overlapping trees.

The two graphical windows of VGE are used
for the display of underlying data, all of which
is currently text. The addition of other data
types and visual metaphors to the VGE display
is clearly of interest. Other data types which
are relevant to the current approach might
include multiple sequence alignments,
sequence motifs, protein classifications (functional families), 3D protein structures, and
genome maps (e.g., genetic, physical). In addition, the use of implicit surfaces to display the
results of queries as 3D graphical ‘glyphs’
offers a potentially useful layer of abstraction
between the user and primary textual data [15].

5.3 Modules
The requirements outlined in Sections 5.1 and
5.2 underscore the need for flexibility to
extend VGE functionality. This can be accomplished programmatically via use of the mod-

ules or plug-ins. We are currently investigating
extending VGE in this manner.

architecture by which new application functionality and display design can be rapidly prototyped.

5.4 Distributed VGE

7 Acknowledgments
Both real-time and asynchronous interactions
among multiple participants at different institutions are common aspects of collaboration
over genomics data. We plan to experiment
with several systems to share virtual collaborative environments in real-time, including CAVERNsoft [11] and VEGA [13].
5.5 Non-immersive VGE applications
Facilities for immersive environments are still
relatively uncommon, and are not currently
used in the genomics community. We are
experimenting with several different strategies
to implement non-immersive applications
based on VGE, including VEGA (Multigen/
Paradigm) [13], SGI Performer [18], and Java
3D [21,8]. We expect that such applications
will ultimately provide a means for more formal evaluation of the utility of 2D versus 3D,
and immersive versus non-immersive environments in this application domain.

6 Summary
We have developed the Virtual Genome Environment (VGE) as an initial prototype of an
immersive 3D application for visualization and
navigation of genomic data. We will continue
to enhance the functionality of VGE, including
the addition of new data types and visual metaphors to the program, as well as explore the
utility of distributed VGE to enhance collaboration over large, multi-dimensional genomic
datasets.
With the introduction of VGE, we hope to
engage the input of the VR community to
develop new visual metaphors for the application domain of genomics. VGE’s object-oriented API provides a modular, extensible
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